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Luxury Car sports car from my luxury car series image of alma_sacra from Fotolia.com Each car manufactured in the United States and the European Union has its own unique serial number, or a vehicle identification number (VIN). These numbers help find stolen cars and provide information to potential used car buyers. If you are
looking for information about your car, there are many websites and online resources available to provide you with this information. Find and write down the car's serial number. Vehicles manufactured after 1969 will all have the serial number on the driver's side dashboard, visible through the windshield. The serial number is 17 characters
long and contains both letters and numbers. If your car was manufactured before 1969 and the serial number is not on the dashboard, it is probably located on the front engine block, the front end of the frame, the trunk, the driver's door stop or the rear wheel well. If you're having trouble finding the serial number, contact the automaker to
find the exact location of VIN. Visit a website that searches public registers of cars based on serial numbers, such as <a0></a0> or <a1></a1>. There are many sites that allow for VIN looking for free or a small fee, including your state DMV. If you choose to pay for serial number searches, register your account through your email address
and enter your credit card details. Websites that require a fee to search the records often provide more thorough information about a car's history. Enter the serial number in the search window of your selected site. The website will then search public databases to collect information about your car, including theft and accident reports.
Sony's Vaio Pro 13 is extremely light and offers battery life all day, but it doesn't give the sense of luxury that its price tag suggests. Thinnest, lightest 13-inch Ultrabook available Good keyboard Beautiful 1080p screen Great battery life Feels cheaper than it's Limited connectivity Frustrating touchpad So processor performance Thin and
light laptops has always been an area where Sony impresses, if not dominate. The company's Z Series pioneered many features over the years (like changing graphics), and while that name has now been put to rest, its ideals are maintained by a spiritual successor: sony vaio pro 13. Starting at $1,250, the Pro 13 is yet another Sony
product that tries to break new ground among its peers - this time by combining a powerful 4th-gen Core processor with an incredibly thin chassis that weighs just 2.35 pounds, making the Pro 13 the lightest 13-inch laptop available today. Touch is also standard, and the display uses Sony's unique Triluminos LCD technology. All this
sounds good, and - given the price - it should. Upgrading the processor or solid state-driven capacity can quickly bump the MSRP north of $1,500. puts the Pro 13 in competition with the very best PC Ultrabooks. Let's see if vaio pro 13 can live up to the legacy of the Z series. Aesthetically plain, technically awesome If you've handled a
Sony laptop within the last three years, you already understand the Pro 13's style. Like its predecessors, this laptop has a clean, sharp design that offers few flourishes besides a chrome Vaio logo and a backlit power button. Sony introduced slightly rounded corners that don't break up the feel of a plate-like system. Compared to the Dell
XPS 13, Apple MacBook or Asus Zenbook, Sony's simple design is lacking. The Pro 13's carbon fiber chassis actually increases the problem. While strong, the material is prone to flex, permeating this Ultrabook with a cheap feel that betrays premium price. What the Pro 13 lacks in aesthetics, it makes up through technique. This is an
incredibly slim laptop even compared to other Ultrabooks. The thin edge screen tilts the back of the laptop when it's all the way back for a more comfortable typing position. And the fan routes hot air through the rear, keeping it away from the user. Such attention to function will help some users forgive wallflower appearance. However, the
slim profile allows for only two USB 3.0 ports, and HDMI is the lone video connection. Audio is only available via a combo phone/microphone jack, and the mandatory card reader tops off Pro's connectivity. While Ultrabooks are known for poor port choices, this model is among the most sparse we've tested. A keyboard that moves The
tapered chassis on this Ultrabook is no more than 0.68 inches thick and is as slim as a half and inch in front. With so little space, we would expect the keyboard to lack travel, but Sony has mostly dodged the problem. Key feel is reasonable, the layout is spacious and no keys are exceptionally small. The Pro in this laptop name seems to
be sincere, rather than marketing fluff, since this laptop can keep typists happy for hours. White LED backlight is standard on all variants and there are no brightness adjustments. We noticed significant light leakage around the function keys, which can be a problem for those who often work in a dark room. The backlight turns on
automatically when the ambient light is low, but can be turned on or off permanently using included software. The touchpad does not live up to the quality of the keyboard. Although certainly big enough, touch input often felt unresponsive and we had problems with unwanted activation of multi-touch gestures while using touchpad and even
while typing. As is always the case with such gremlins, finding the source of the problem proved impossible. We became so frustrated with the unreliable touchpad that we resorted to using the touchscreen whenever possible. An interesting extra during the built-in NFC. Placing a compatible phone on top of the touchpad allows for the
transfer of links and even video. While far from necessary, it's a feature few competitors can boast. Triluminos dazzles, but the sound disappoints the Pro 13's 1080p display borrows Triluminos, a unique LED display technology from Sony's TV division. While the technique behind the technology is complex, the intended result is simple:
more precise color. Specifically, it tries to replicate the results of an RGB-LED panel without bulk and power consumption. Triluminos proved its chops in our test by making 93 percent of the sRGB color gamut while offering great uniformity, reasonable contrast, and a high maximum brightness. Subjectively, we found the screen to be one
of the most appealing we've seen. Colors displayed vivid and shady scenes reveal details hidden on most competitors. Only Dell's XPS 13 can claim to be Sony's equal. Luxury is where this Ultrabook really falls short. Another TV feature worth mentioning is the X-Reality, an imaging chip used by Sony to improve standard-definition
content on high-definition televisions. The chip only works with local media files (YouTube streaming is not improved, for example), but when active, the difference is noticeable. Low-resolution content looks sharper and more colorful than usual. Unfortunately, bad sound prevents pro 13 from delivering a great multimedia experience.
There is nothing wrong with the quality, but turning the speakers up to eleven produces barely enough noise to fill a small room. A pair of headphones will be needed for those traveling with the Pro 13. Featherweight At just over 2.3 pounds, the Pro 13 is the lightest in its category, and lighter than many competitors with 12.1-inch or 11.6-
inch screens. It's a remarkable achievement and it provides an Ultrabook that is highly portable. If you can't find room for this system, you don't have room for any PC, period. Battery life is sometimes sacrificed by absurdly thin laptops, but this Sony, equipped with a 4th-gen Haswell processor, managed to hang with the best by scoring
four hours and 34 minutes in the Peacekeeper browsing test and a stunning 10 hours 32 minutes in the low-load Reader's Test. That's way beyond Sony's claimed 6.5 hours, which the company admits is conservative. The excellent endurance is further enhanced by the focus on lightning-fast charging. Most laptops require several hours
to return to 100 percent, but the Pro 13 can recharge in just over an hour. This feature is a boon for anyone who often endures long-haul flights. Although the laptop can consume well over 30 watts when charging, power use is generally low. We detected the system using only 7 watts of idling with the screen at maximum brightness and
no more than 20 watts at load. These figures are the lowest but registered, defeat even power-sipping Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga 11S and last generation PC tablets like Microsoft Surface Pro. Performance pays the price for portability On paper, the core i5-4200U processor in our review device should be fast. In practice, it disappoints. SiSoft
Sandra's Processor Arithmetic benchmark came in at 35.69 GOPS, and the 7-Zip reached an overall score of just 5,663. While these numbers are certainly sufficient, they are a step back from previous Ultrabooks and represent the compromise some Haswell processors make to enable record low power consumption. PCMark 7, our
general system test, achieved a more free result of 4,978. This is close to the elusive 5,000 mark that few laptops can top and represent a system that is responsive in normal use. A major contributor to this score is the solid-state drive, which offers fast access times and strong transfer speeds for both readings and writing. But 3D
performance followed the processor's lead by serving a Cloud Gate score of 3,223 and a Fire Strike score of 438. These numbers are the result of the Intel HD 4400, the only graphics component available and they just barely beat the average last generation Ultrabook. Most 3D games will run, but demanding titles will only be played with
low detail. A noisy little laptop The 4th. The fan is constantly active and generates 41.3 decibels of noise even at idle. Full load increases this number to 47.2dB, which is loud and immediately noticeable even in a room with significant ambient noise. The Sony Vaio Pro 13 is technically brilliant, but it seems less than the sum of its parts.
Despite all the hard work, the fan could not keep external temperatures from spiking at 107.4 degrees Fahrenheit under load. Although some competitors are much hotter, it is still hot enough to make the system uncomfortable. Idle temperatures hover around a more reasonable 87 degrees. Sony offers a software switch that can adjust
the speed of the fan, turn it to silent or performance mode. We performed most of our tests at the default setting normal, but experimented with the function. Silent mode noticeably reduced idle noise, but had minimal impact on external temperature or noise at load. Performance, on the other hand, increased fan noise by load, but we
didn't see a significant increase in benchmark scores. Conclusion Sony Vaio Pro 13 is emblematic of Sony's new approach to product design. Using multi-division technologies and focusing on technical expertise, the company has crafted an Ultrabook that is extremely thin and light, but also offers excellent screen quality and strong
battery life. This is paid for by the results, but the figures we have received are still we'd like to see more, but the Pro 13 never felt slow during testing. Luxury is where this Ultrabook really falls short. When consumers shop in this price range, they expect to see attractive design, unique materials and solid build quality. Sony technically
supplies with the Pro 13's carbon fiber chassis, but the material (despite its real strength) feels thin and inexpensive, which is a problem that will put off some buyers. The general sense of cheapness is exacerbated by the tricky touchpad, which often responds to unintended input but feels slow to accept multi-touch gestures. We are
disappointed to see Sony's flagship suffering from such a simple, frustrating problem. Despite its light weight, the Pro 13 can't quite keep up with the Dell XPS 13, Asus Zenbook, or even MacBook Air. The Sony Vaio Pro 13 is technically brilliant, but it seems less than the sum of its parts. Professionals should still consider this laptop as it
provides many useful features and is easy to stow, but most consumers will prefer faster, more attractive competitors. Highs Thinnest, Lightest 13-Inch Ultrabook Available Good Keyboard Beautiful 1080p Display Great Battery Life Feels Cheaper Than Limited Connectivity To Frustrate Touchpad So So Processor Services Editors
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